SHOP OVER 600 ITEMS ONLINE
INCLUDING OVER 70 MAGAZINES! PAY WITH A CREDIT CARD
AND HAVE IT SHIPPED DIRECT TO YOUR HOME!

MAKE SURE TO REGISTER AND SHARE YOUR FUNDRAISER
WITH FAMILY & FRIENDS.
SHOP FROM OVER 600 ITEMS ONLINE!
SHARE ON YOUR FAVORITE SOCIAL MEDIA, EMAIL & TEXT.
REGISTER USING YOUR
MOBILE DEVICE OR COMPUTER AT:
www.register.cherryusa.com
OR
SCAN THE QR CODE BELOW.

SCAN THE QR CODE TO REGISTER

Scan QR Code &
Sell Nationwide!

2525 BREAKFAST
BLEND
Lightly roasted blend of
specialty coffee beans
with citrus tones and
hints of caramel and
nuts. 11 oz. $18.00

2530 COLUMBIA SINGLE
ORIGIN Acclaimed for quality,

2527 DECAFFEINATED
BREAKFAST BLEND
Lightly roasted blend of
specialty coffee beans with
citrus tones and hints of
caramel and nuts. 11 oz.
$18.00

2523 FRENCH ROAST

A dark and deeply flavorful
coffee
with a smoky aroma and
Colombian coffees are rich with
subtle
sweetness. We utilize
medium to full body and pleasant
hard,
dense
coffee beans perfect
acidity, nutty overtones, and a
for
retaining
boldness and
smooth finish. Our Colombia Singlecomplexity
under
high heat.
Origin is lightly roasted to bring
Notes
of
dark
chocolate
and
out the subtleness of its mountain
dried
cherries.
11
oz.
$18.00
highland origins. 11 oz. $18.00

2524 HAZELNUT CREME
2533 ITALIAN ROAST
Wonderfully aromatic
A deep and demanding roast
with nutty overtones
with a sweet, full-body flavor
and mild smooth flavor. and complex aroma. Our darkest
Medium roasted specialty roast uses robust high-altitude
coffee beans flavored
beans able to withstand the
withhazelnut crème. 11 oz. intense roasting process for the
$18.00
perfect bold cup. 10 oz. $18.00

2528 CARAMEL MOCHA
2529 COLUMBIA
Our Vanilla Caramel
TWILIGHT ROAST
features smooth caramel
Deep full body with mild
with a rich chocolatey
acidity, cherry overtones and
taste. Medium roast. 11 oz. a silky finish. A subtle balance
$18.00
of its mountain highland
origins and full body roast
characteristics. 10 oz. $18.00

2531 FRENCH VANILLA
Medium roasted specialty
coffee beans flavored with
French vanilla. 11 oz.
$18.00

2532 VANILLA CARAMEL
Our Vanilla Caramel
features a rich caramel
aroma with a hint of vanilla.
Buttery and warm with a
soft finish. 11 oz. $18.00

Artisan-roasted, specialty
Arabica coffee.
We carefully roast all of our coffees
in small batches in our Minnesota
roastery using only specialty
Arabica coffee beans. Each kind of
2526 JAMAICAN
coffee is distinctly roasted to create a
RUM
delicious and unique cup of coffee.
Medium roasted
Easy-open resealable package to
specialty coffee beans
keep your coffee fresh after opening.
flavored with rum,
100% Specialty-grade Arabica
butterscotch, and
coffee.
vanilla. 11 oz. $18.00
Made in Minnesota.

2535 CAMPFIRE ROAST
12 Single Serve Cups
Campfire roast is our unique
blend of dark and medium
roasted beans resembling coffee
roasted by outdoor enthusiasts
with pots and pans over a
campfire. Hints of chocolate
and nuts. $18.00

2539 COLUMBIA SINGLE ORIGIN
12 Single Serve Cups
Acclaimed for quality, Colombian
coffees are rich with medium to full
body and pleasant acidity, nutty
overtones, and a smooth finish. Our
Colombia Single-Origin is lightly
roasted to bring out the subtleness of
its mountain highland origins. $18.00

2538 FRENCH ROAST
12 Single Serve Cups
A dark and deeply flavorful coffee
with a smoky aroma and subtle
sweetness. We utilize hard, dense
coffee beans perfect for retaining
boldness and complexity under
high heat. Notes of dark chocolate
and dried cherries. $18.00

2536 NORTHWOODS DARK
& BOLD
12 Single Serve Cups
Deep, dark and bold.
Northwoods Dark & Bold is
our darkest blend with notes
of caramel, chocolate and
raspberry. $18.00

2540 PHOENIX BLEND
12 Single Serve Cups
Our own special blend of
speciality coffee from Indonesia
and South America. Phoenix
Blend has wonderful citrus
tones with a hint of chocolate
and raspberry. $18.00

2541 SUMATRA SINGLE
ORIGIN
12 Single Serve Cups
Medium-dark roasted specialty
coffee beans from the island of
sumatra. $18.00

2542 SUNRISE MORNING
BLEND
A popular breakfast coffee,
our Sunrise Morning Blend
is a lightly roasted coffee with
mild citrus tones and hints of
caramel. Medium roast. $18.00

2537 VANILLA CARAMEL
12 Single Serve Cups
Our Vanilla Caramel features a
rich caramel aroma with a hint
of vanilla. Buttery and warm
with a soft finish. Medium
roast. $18.00

